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Vintage Erotica
In this issue of The Body House Chronicles I
have brought you vintage sexy. I've scoured the
internet for erotic stories and vintage pictures
of pretty ladies.
I've even found some vintage movies and
cartoons. In fact, I found an original Betty Boop
cartoon! That's for another edition though.

In the following poems you'll notice the
term "Derry Down" has been used quite a
bit in one of these old poems. Upon
research I discovered "derry down" was
part of a chorus sung in drinking
parlors more than a century ago in the UK.
I'm surprised at how these poems captured
a culture that was both simple in its
approach to sex, yet surprisingly free from
gender prejudice. Both men and women
are equally lambasted!
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The
Wanton
Lass
There was a lass they called bonny
Bet,
With a jolly fat arse, and a cunt black
as jet;
Her quim had long itched, and she
wanted, I vow,
A jolly good fucking, but couldn't tell
how.
Derry down.
She thought of a plan that might serve
as the same,
That herself she might shag without
any shame;
So a carrot she got, with a point rather
blunt,
And she ramm'd it and jamm'd it three
parts up her cunt.
Derry down.
She liked it so well that she oft used to
do it,
Till at length the poor girl had
occasion to rue it;
For one day, when amusing herself
with this whim,
The carrot it snapped, and part stuck
in her quim.
Derry down.
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The Wanton Lass
Continued...
She went almost mad with vexation at
this, Indeed it was time, the poor girl
couldn't piss.
The lass was in torture, no rest had
poor Bet, So at last an old doctor she
was forced to get.
Derry down.
The doctor he came, and she told him
the case, Then with spectacles on, and
a very long face,
He bid her turn up, though she
scarcely was able, and pull up her
petticoats over her navel.
Derry down.
Her clouts she held up, round her belly
so plump, and he gave her fat arse
such a hell of a thump,
That he made her cry out, tho' he did it
so neat, and away flew the carrot
bang into the street.
Derry down.
Now a sweep passing by, he saw it
come down, Picked it up and he ate it,
and said with a frown,
"By God! it's not right, it's a damned
shame, I say, That people should
throw buttered carrots away!"
Derry down.
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A Little Kama Sutra
I've started looking through public domain work. I realized there is a wealth of information and
creativity from decades gone by. I believe it's fitting with The Body House Chronicles theme of
vintage erotica and nostalgia.
What is public domain? Simply, the public domain is where the status of property rights belong
to the community at large. “Property” being the written word in any genre, all types of images
and logos, as well as, all film and video. As well, patents that have expired or any copyright that
is unprotected is subject to use by anyone.
And honestly, I'm finding it absolutely fascinating. I hope you do too.
So in this issue of The Body House Chronicles I will includes tidbits from the Kama Sutra. Yeah,
baby!
The Kama Sutra is a multi layered, intense and highly detailed text. It's waaaaay deeper than
we've been led to believe to date.
I will be sharing just a small part with you here today, but rest assured I will be diving more into
this fascinating text. The actual wording from the Kama Sutra is italicized.

Some Quick Back Story
The Kama Sutra is the world's oldest book on the
pleasures of sensual and erotic living. It does not
have just one single author, but many.
It was originally put together somewhere in the
3rd century between 201 and 300 A.D. by the East
Indian sage Vatsyayana.
In rather odd fashion, Vatsyayana was
apparently a celibate monk. He claimed his work
of compiling sexual knowledge was a form of
meditation for him.
The title of the Kama Sutra literally means "a
treatise on pleasure." This work is far more
complex than a simple list of gymnastic type
sexual positions we think it is.
Essentially, the Kama Sutra provides a
comprehensive manual of living for the good life.
It was written to be read by and provide detailed
advice for both men and women.
So the below information is just a small part of
this phenomenal and complete text for living a
sensual and loving life.
The below terms are used in accordance with
the size of his lingam (penis). Man is divided
into three classes:
the hare man (small)
the bull man (middling)
the horse man (large)
As well, a woman is divided into 3 classes
according to the depth of her yoni (vagina)
female deer (small)
mare (female horse) (middling)
female elephant (large)
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There are also nine kinds of unions according to the force of passion or carnal desire.
See the following table shows:
Equal Matches
of Force of Passion
Men
Small
Middling
Intense

Women
Small
Middling
Intense

UNEqual Matches of
Force of Passion
Men
Small

Women
Middling
Intense

Middling

Small

Intense

Small
Middling

A man is called a man of small passion whose desire at the time of sexual union is not
great, whose semen is scanty, and who cannot bear the warm embraces of the female.
Those who differ from this temperament are called men of middling passion, while those of
intense passion are full of desire. In the same way, women are supposed to have the three
degrees of feeling as specified above.
So this is just one small part of how the Kama Sutra "charts" human sexuality. The text is nearly
2000 years old originally written in Sanskrit by a plethora of now, unknown authors.
Yet, it was compiled by a celibate monk. Amazing.
I'll have more for you on the Kama Sutra in the coming weeks. It's just too good not to. Remember
this was a guide on sensual, pleasurable living that included much more than sex.
Written by Dyann Bridges

For more information on sex and relationships (FREE) Check Out this amazing site...
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uncredited poem from London 1800s

THE PLEASURES OF LOVE
Pressed in the arms of him I so adored,
The keeper of my charms, my pride, my lord!
By day experiencing each sweet delight,
And meeting endless transports every night
When on our downy bed we fondly lay,
Heating each other by our am'rous play;
Till Nature, yielding to the luscious game,
Would fierce desire and quenchless lust inflame!
Oh! then we join'd in love's most warm embrace,
And pressed soft kisses on our every grace!
Around my form his pliant limbs entwined,
Love's seat of bliss to him I then resigned!
We pant, we throb, we both convulsive start!
Heavens! then what passions thro' our fibres dart!
We heave, we wriggle, bite, laugh, tremble, sigh!
We taste Elysian bliss—we fondle—die.
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COMMAND & CONTROL
COMMAND & CONTROL gives you the techniques to:
- Last Longer in bed with your lady
- Have more frequent and powerful orgasms (multiples for men!)
- Maintaining intensity and passion while also prolonging pleasure
- Improving the strength, hardness, and endurance of your erection

HELLO GENTLEMEN...
What if I told you that there's a secret that
would give YOU the ability to have multiple
orgasms?
You'll be able to cum over and over again.
You won't even need the mood killing "restand-recovery" break in between.
This guy ---> Alex Allman, one of only two sex
and relationship experts whose products I
promote, has created something that I think
is a fantastic product.

If lasting longer is an issue for you, then
Allman's "COMMAND & CONTROL" is a
major game changer...
Allman has taken ancient texts (like the kama
sutra), modern physiology, and tons of his
own experience achieving male multiple
orgasms and put it into a straight forward,
step-by-step training program that ANY man
can learn.
'I highly recommend this product' - Dyann B.
**CLICK THE PIC**

CANNABIS

The Roots of Cannabis Prohibition

Right in the middle of the dirty 30s, the government lifted the ban on alcohol.
America was hurting. It was during the Great Depression in the wake of the 1929
stock market crash.
However then, like now, American politicians needed a target for their tyrannical
tendencies. A finger pointing distraction is what politicians wanted to keep them
suitably distanced from the mess the country was in.
They found their scapegoat in the form of marijuana. The powers that be knew pot
was used mostly by the HIspanic and black communities. So propaganda was used
to vilify the plant and the communities using it. By 1931, twenty-nine states had
outlawed marijuana. Then in 1937, the Marijuana Tax Act was passed. Pot was now
illegal in the United States. Damn!
It didn't matter marijuana use had been accepted for several hundred years at that
point. Cannabis (marijuana & hemp) first arrived in North America at Port Royal,
Acadia in 1606. By 1619, hemp was so popular the Virginia Assembly passed
legislation requiring colonists to grow hemp crops!

As the colonies’ own shipping
needs increased – along with a
demand for cheaper, colonygrown cloth instead of expensive
imports from Europe – so did the
hemp industry.
Both George Washington and
Thomas Jefferson grew hemp on
their plantations. Jefferson even
invented a device to process hemp
fibers in 1815.
Hemp production was strong for
decades, with the 1850 census
noting almost 7 million pounds of
hemp harvested, mostly in
Missouri and Kentucky.
The inklings of marijuana
prohibition really began in 1906.
That's when President Theodore
Roosevelt signed the Pure Food
and Drug Act. This launched the
US government’s role in
regulating the cleanliness and
safety of food and drugs.
Next came the Harrison Narcotics
Tax Act of 1914. It regulated opium
and coca by the feds and
eventually led to more anticannabis legislation.
By this time, American citizens
were caught in the wave of the
temperance movement blaming
all social ills like poverty,
prostitution, and crime on alcohol.
Today, we know this is a far more
complex issue.
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This started a landslide of legislation
whereby, more than half the states
passed laws restricting or banning
alcohol and tobacco, along with
marijuana... deeming them evil.
Spring ahead about 100 years to 2018
and we're finally seeing the loosening
of these laws.
In fact, marijuana use is becoming more
prevalent among middle-aged and
older adults.
9% of adults aged 50-64 and almost 3%
of adults 65 and older have admitted to
marijuana use in the past year.
(That's according to a study by NYU
School of Medicine and the NYU Rory
Meyers College of Nursing)
Although smoking pot is nothing new
to these age groups.
An overwhelming majority (especially
those between ages 50-64 at 92%) said
they were 21 years old or younger
when they first smoked up.
With some poetic prohibition justice,
some of these older adults say that it
was their doctor who had
recommended they start smoking
cannabis at this point in their lives.
There's a groundswell spreading across
the country that says marijuana is not
the evil it was touted to be for so long.
Written by Dyann Bridges
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Back in June of 2018 I had the opportunity to interview a genuine
caulbearer. Caulbearers are those who were born with a
membrane attached to their face or heads. The membrane is
independent of the placenta. To date, ALL known caulbearers
have heightened psychic and mediumship abilities.
Bob Buchanan is one of those people.
The following story was written by Bob from his own
experience working with clients as a psychic medium.
Listen to the interview here: https://soundcloud.com/user461251320-125474239/bobbinterview-introoutro
His work can be found at: www.bobbCaulmedium.com
https://bobbuchanan.wordpress.com/
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Before you get into Bob's story you should know the following...
-Teddi is the man who is having the psychic medium sessions with Bob. He's 60
years old.
-The boy with Down's Syndrome is his son who we will call "Nick."
-Both of Teddi's parents have passed on. They were in their 80s.
-Bob is receiving messages from both of Teddi's parents, as well as, his son (Nick)
with Down's Syndrome who is alive and well back at home.
Caulbearer Story #1
"Mom let us know she was with us. As though either of us needed further proof."
I met with Teddi at Mamaroneck Harbor park for a session. Teddi grew up in
Mamaroneck and loved the park.
Our session started with (Teddi's) mom coming barreling in, then dad. I had their
son (Nick) who is still with us, talking to me as well. This happens on rare
occasions. Mom was telling me she was watching over Teddi’s son and was
always there to assist when she was needed. Teddi’s son was born with Downs
Syndrome but I was hearing CP, CP; Cerebral palsy, which he also had. I actually
saw the CP not the downs.
Teddi’s son was communicating well with me showing me something I have
always believed, which is Downs people are actually angels here on earth. I
believe their souls are strongly connected to the other side. His messages were to
tell Teddi she never let him down & was always there for him, acknowledging
how she did that and what she actually did for him. He also told her she needed to
dance more now and worry less about him. Her son had been through and
survived more surgeries and medical issues than most.
Now Teddi’s mom is telling me how she is there looking out for him as well and
I’m explaining what mom is and has been doing when Teddi points out a leaf she
noticed that is hovering over the harbor. I look but being a bit cynical I wait for
the leaf to drop, but it doesn't, mom now tells me it's her blowing the leaf up, as
she say’s that the leaf actually goes up, mom loved the colorful leaves, it’s why
she chose that as a sign.
Continued on next page...
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I continue to watch this as other leaves are falling all around it, one actually
striking the leaf but it doesn't fall. Now Teddi is taking the photo and I grab my
camera and take a photo but realize a photo proves nothing, so I took videos.
This leaf hovered for several minutes maybe five total.
We continued on with the session watching the leaf, once mom had finished
with her message and we moved onto Eddie, the leaf dropped and a military
helicopter flew overhead. Eddie was a helicopter pilot in Vietnam, two actually
went overhead in total. {Watch the leaf video HERE...}
As we are walking back to our cars, Teddi looks down and finds a white down
feather lying on the ground. Teddi's session was indeed a rare one, one worth
posting. I have had incidences like these before on rare occasions but this time
with the video you can all see what we experienced. Although the souls don’t
always show us signs such as these the signs are there, don’t look for them and
you will see them, however, signs or not you have to know there is much more to
this world than we see.
- Bob Buchanan
Caulbearer and Psychic Medium
facebook.com/bobbmedium

Watch a real
psychic medium
in action. ---->
THIS Saturday in
Peekskill, NY
3-5pm
More info:
914-879-1115
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Louisa (or Louise) Josephine Jemima Masset was the first person to be executed
in Britain in the 20th century. She was hanged at Newgate prison on Tuesday, the
9th of January 1900 for the murder of her son.
I wanted to include this story because it's just kind of freaky. A mother who kills her
child is as repugnant as she is compelling. Masset is the first woman to be hanged
of the 20th century in the UK. Auspicious for many reasons.
*****
The Crime
On the Friday, Louisa put a clinker brick from her garden into her Gladstone bag
before going to meet Helen Gentle at Stamford Hill. After tearful farewells, she led
Manfred away with a parcel of his clothes that Mrs Gentle had packed for the
journey to France and took a bus to London Bridge railway station.
Manfred was dressed in a blue "frock" and had a sailor's hat on. Frocks were quite
normal for small boys in those days. Mother and son were next seen at London
Bridge station's First Class waiting room at 1.45 p.m. on the Friday. Around 3.00
p.m., Mrs. Ellen Rees, the attendant in the waiting room, noted the little boy
seemed distressed and suggested to Louisa that perhaps he was hungry. Louisa
and Manfred then left rather hurriedly, Louisa saying she was going to buy
Manfred a cake. She returned without him about 3 hours later to catch a train for
Brighton for her rendezvous with Eudore on the Saturday.
At Dalston Junction station, an unsuspecting lady had a horrible shock when she
went to the ladies toilets at about 6.20 p.m. and discovered the body of a child. It
was a male child and was naked except for a black shawl. The face and head had
been battered and there were two pieces of a broken clinker brick lying by the
body. These were of the same type found in Louisa's garden. Manfred had been
beaten unconscious and then suffocated perhaps using a hand over his mouth and
nose according to Dr. J. P. Fennell, the doctor who examined the still warm body.
Louisa was familiar with this station as she went there regularly on her journey to
one of her piano pupils.
Continued on next page...
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Saturday's newspapers were full of the story of Manfred's discovery - the
Victorian's were very fond of a "good murder" and every detail was reported.
Louisa had sent Helen Gentle a letter which arrived on Monday the 30th saying
that Manfred was missing her, and that he had been sick crossing the channel on
the ferry but that all was well now.
However, Helen Gentle was suspicious of the letter, having read about the
discovery of the body of a child of Manfred's age, and informed the police of her
suspicions. She later identified the body as Manfred and was also able to identify
the parcel of clothes which she had made up for him and which were found in the
left luggage office at Brighton station together with the frock and sailor's hat.
Back in Stoke Newington, the black shawl found on Manfred was identified by the
shop assistant as having come from his establishment and being sold by him on
October 24th to Louisa, who being half French had a distinctive speaking voice.
She was also identified by witnesses on London Bridge station as having been
with the child earlier in the day.
Louisa had read about the discovery of Manfred's body and when she visited her
sister later, was clearly in a distressed state. She is reported to have said, "I'm
hunted for murder, but I didn't do it" and implicated Eudore in the crime.
She was soon arrested at her other sister's home. She was picked out in an
identity parade by. Mrs. Rees, the waiting room attendant, and was duly charged
with murder. She was committed for trial at the Old Bailey in December 1899.
The Execution
There was to be no reprieve and at 9.00 a.m. on the morning of the 9th of January,
she faced her appointment with James Billington, the hangman from Bolton. She
wore a long dress, as was customary at the time, and was attended by the
chaplain, the Rev. Mr. Ramsey, two male warders and the assistant executioner.

Continued on the next page...
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Billington placed a body belt round her waist, to which her wrists were pinioned,
and then led her across the yard to the execution shed and onto the trap of the
large gallows in Newgate.
Once there, her legs were pinioned by a leather strap outside her skirt (to stop it
blowing up as she dropped) and the noose placed around her neck. (Click here to
see an artist's impression of the scene). When all was ready, he put the white
hood over her head and pulled the lever to "launch her into eternity" to use the
popular expression of the time.
A few minutes later the black flag was run up to tell the crowd outside that the
execution had been carried out. After hanging for the regulation hour, her body
was removed from the rope and prepared for inquest. The inquest noted that her
features looked peaceful and only the rope mark on her neck bore witness to a
violent death. She was later buried in an unmarked grave within the prison.
********

Click the picture for the full article.
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